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NAME:                     BLOCK: 

INDUSTRIALIZATION & PROSPERITY: WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP? 
 
 LESSON OBJECTIVES  
1.) DETERMINE  the common trait between modern prosperous nations 
 
2.) EXPLAIN  the implication of the common trait between modern prosperous nations. 
 
 
PART I.  DO NOW 
DIRECTIONS: Respond to the prompt on the screen in the space provided. 
 
                
 
                
 
                
 
                
 
                
 
 
PART II.) MINI- DISCUSSION NOTES 
DIRECTIONS: As the class discusses the DO NOW, take note of any new ideas that may have varied from your 
initial response to the prompt. 
 
                
 
                
 
PART III.) FERGUSON’S TED TALK & MODERN PROSPERITY 
DIRECTIONS: Respond to the following guiding questions as the video plays. 
 
1.) What does the combination of the “six killer apps” lead to for a society that “downloads” each app? 
 
                
 
                
 
 
2.) Based off the textbook reading from the previous night, do you think downloading the six killer apps is in any 
way connected to the concept of “industrialization?” 
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PART IV.) HIGHLY INDUSTRIALIZED & LESSER-INDUSTRIALIZED NATIONS 
DIRECTIONS: Write down what you see in each picture for each nation’s corresponding box. 

FRANCE  
 

JAPAN  
 

NEW ZEALAND  
 

CANADA  
 

VIETNAM  
 

AFGHANISTAN  
 

HAITI  
 

 
1.) What is the common trait amongst the highly industrialized nations? 
 
                
 
                
 
2.) What is the common trait amongst the lesser-industrialized nations? 
 
                
 
                
 
 
PART V.) BIG IDEA CHECK 
DIRECTIONS: Respond to the big idea check question below: 
 

WHAT IS THE COMMON TRAIT BETWEEN MODERN PROSPEROUS NATIONS WHO HAVE 
“DOWNLOADED” THE “SIX KILLER APPS” AND WHAT DOES IT IMPLY?  

  
                
 
                
 
                
 
                
 
                
 

HOMEWORK  ON NEXT PAGE ! ! 
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PART V. WHY EUROPE 
DIRECTIONS: Read & annotate  the 
excerpt and respond to the following 
questions. 
 
From “The Industrial Revolution in World 
History,” by Peter Stearns. 
 
 Europe’s growing role in world 
trade  forms a more direct backdrop for 
the understanding the reasons behind 
the Industrial Revolution’s European 
origin. From the late fifteenth century 
onward, western European countries 
such as France the Netherlands and 
England had won increasing control 
over international trade, even in some cases in which exchanges did not directly involve Europe at all. 
Increasingly, a hierarchy emerged in the international economy, in which Europeans acquired minerals and 
agricultural goods from other areas (including their colonies in the Americas, India and Africa) and in return sold 
manufactured products, including fine furniture, cloth and metal goods such as guns. 
 
 Growing amounts of commercial experience developed throughout the European trading companies, and 
new technologies relating to shipbuilding and warfare blossomed as well. Growing interest in cotton cloth 
originated first from trade with India, particularly in England. The British government then sought to encourage 
cotton-manufacturing b banning cotton imports; this ban had the additional effect of reducing India’s economic 
power and, in turn, put India in a position of seeking English goods. At the same time, England used its influence 
in India and their southern colonies of North America to provide raw cotton for is new textile production 
company. This trade ultimately provided capital  (i.e. money that is invested into a business) through the growing 
wealth of European businesses. 
 
 Experience in the competit ion  of world trade pushed the importance of valuing innovation most directly. 
European trading companies, for example, began handling printed cotton cloth from India as early as the 
sixteenth century. They could make money selling these colorful goods not only in Europe but in other markets. 
However, some European businessmen began wondering if the goods could not be made in their own countries, 
with even more profit possible. The main challenge working against Europe’s pursuit to create their own textiles 
was the crafting-experience and low cost competition of Indian artisans. But if machines could be devised to do 
the printing more efficiently, this competitive barrier could be overcome. From Switzerland to England, starting as 
early as the late 17th century, Europeans began experimenting with new technologies, and by the mid-18th century, 
they were ready to supply the mark with their own factory made goods.       
  
1.) What is the primary factor for Europe’s role in the development of the Industrial Revolution? How does he 
justify his reasoning? 
 
 
 
 

 
MORE ON THE OTHER SIDE ! ! ! 
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PART VI: WHY ENGLAND? 
DIRECTIONS:  
 
a.)Watch the “Crash Course;  Industr ial  Revolution”  video by going to mrflynnhistoryclass.com & clicking on 
the second video, or by using the following link:  
http://watchdocumentary.org/watch/crash-course-world-history-episode-32-coal-steam-and-the-industrial-
revolution-video_3713ebb75.html 
 
b.) As you watch the video, respond to the following questions below: 
 
 
1.) Before the IR, what percentage of the world was still engaged in farming?      
 
2.) His definition of the IR: It was in an increase in     brought about by the use of   

    and characterized by the use of new                  . 

 
3.) What are some Eurocentric (ie “focusing on European culture or history to the exclusion of a wider view of the world”) 
reasons why the IR might have happened first in Europe? 

a)  

b)  

c)  

d)  

 
 
4.) What are some things about China (they come fast, so don’t worry about getting them all) that make it 
difficult to make the European cultural superiority argument? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.) What were two huge advantages that Europeans—specifically the British—did have? 

a)  

b)  

 
 
6.) What is so important about the combination of high wages and cheap fuel costs?  
 
 
 
 


